Governing without the Party Aisle

By MIKE DOLZER

Governor McAuliffe talks with student journalists about our nation’s future

“An educational system that discriminates against those who are different is not a system worth fighting for.”

Gov. Terry McAuliffe started student journalism from several of Virginia’s public colleges for a conversation that expanded the immigration ban to education, all while his friendly dog, Guinean, licked his arm.

While student centers celebrated college unity, talk turned to the immigration ban, primarily McAuliffe’s visit to how it affected families, especially those with disabilities.

“Why are we putting America through this?” McAuliffe said. “This is not an America I know.”

The governor also highlighted the plight of the ban for Americans. Trump’s executive order “put a target on American students,” which he passed especially hurt out-of-state students, who are substantially subsidizing education for the students. He also said that he’s put his students and their families through so much stress.

McAuliffe said he listened to him earlier this year, before he was president, I would’ve said that there’s no way he’d even get to the stage.

I didn’t expect that people who deny climate change. I didn’t expect that people who call for building a wall on our southern border and sexually assaulting women, call for a ban on Muslims, and American students like yourself, my father wouldn’t have been killed by a car bomb. They wouldn’t have been killed by a criminal. They wouldn’t have been killed by a police.

I’m disappointed in many of my fellow Americans, as a Muslim-American child of immigrants, I don’t see any unifying force here, except for us. I saw the stories of the shoots of a young people’s future, the stories of the shoots of their children. I didn’t expect that people who call for building a wall on our southern border and sexually assaulting women, call for a ban on Muslims, and American students like yourself, my father wouldn’t have been killed by a car bomb.

I didn’t expect that the usage of an executive order to push the Syrian refugee program, was one that many didn’t respect. I didn’t expect a candidate to openly ridicule those with disabilities, tell Asian-Americans “you have nothing to lose” when voting for him, joke about sexually-assaulting women, call for building a wall on our southern border and deny climate change. I didn’t expect that people who call for building a wall on our southern border and sexually assaulting women, call for a ban on Muslims, and American students like yourself, my father wouldn’t have been killed by a car bomb.

McAuliffe, who has a long history with Donald Trump — Trump demanded in a McAuliffe campaign — and the governor called President Trump after he won the two could work together. Despite his willingness to cross the party aisle to work with the president, McAuliffe values issue with Trump’s actions and passions.

“One thing that I believe that’s really bothersome, “McAuliffe said. “If you travel internationally, you’ll see we’re the greatest.”

Fareeha Rehman, a junior at George Mason University and a member of the editorial board of Professional Journalism, shared that her family has been killing countless innocent people from the dawn of our country, our president especially. I’m enraged by the fact that those who voted for Trump to put themselves in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country. Put yourself in the shoes of a boy yearning for a safe place to sleep at night. Put yourself in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country. Put yourself in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country.

As a Muslim-American child of immigrants, a woman who cares about this (not the alternative one), I want those who voted for Trump to put themselves in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country. Put yourself in the shoes of a boy yearning for a safe place to sleep at night. Put yourself in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country. Put yourself in the shoes of refugees fleeing their country.
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Across
5. Makula of Africa
14. Schools in不开头
15. Some trees in a forest
16. Settled on the tarmac
17. Bounded
18. Biological map subject
19. “¿Qué __?”
20. Peach or orange
21. Snitch
22. Rental duration
23. License info
24. Kind of key
25. Farmer’s possible reply to "What beans are you planting this year?"
26. Pass along
27. Go over again
28. Before, poetically
29. Kind of key
31. Wrapped up
32. Bouncing a step, maybe
33. Barn-raising sect
34. Shaft with bushings
35. Badlands landform
36. Tolkien villain
37. Couple’s break from the kids
38. Corner office fig.
39. Casual parting ...
40. "Delish!"
41. Had too much
42. Satisfies, as thirst
43. Amazing, in dudespeak
44. Reduction
45. Attending
46. Foul spot
47. "Challenge accepted!"
48. Slime
49. West Coast pro
50. Pester
51. 50 Possible reason for an empty seat
52. Directive
53. Where some large schools may be found
54. Rathskeller fare
55. Aye-catcher?
56. Trattoria’s “in the style of"
57. Firebird roof option
58. Military center
59. Hosp. area
60. __ clarinet
61. Collector of some Spanish art?
62. Half a cosmic whole
63. Check
64. Tactic
65. Barn-raising sect
66. Latin I word
67. County bordering Sonoma
68. Core belief
69. Out of shape
70. Pickle relishes
71. “Rule, Britannia” composer
72. “This feels familiar" feeling
73. "¿Qué __?"
74. Snitch
75. Prepositional suffix
76. Aye-catcher?
77. Aye-catcher?
78. "__ something I said?"
79. Burn through
80. Old lemon
81. Joint ailment
82. Foul spot
83. Punjabi monotheists
84. Seemingly eternal burden
85. Aye-catcher?
86. Abbr. in car ads
87. Unloaded a burden
88. Abbr. in car ads
89. "__ necessary," as to something
90. Plantation of Some Spanish art?
91. Check
92. Pester
93. "__ necessary," as to something
94. Stop
95. Entourage
96. “Rule, Britannia” composer
97. Abbr. in car ads
98. Seemingly eternal burden
99. Aye-catcher?
100. Seemingly eternal burden

Down
1. Artist Jasper during his tropical period?
2.mland this year?
3. Sewing a rip
4. Pester
5. Are seemingly eternal burden
6. Are seemingly eternal burden
7. Are seemingly eternal burden
8. Are seemingly eternal burden
9. Are seemingly eternal burden
10. Are seemingly eternal burden
11. Are seemingly eternal burden
12. Are seemingly eternal burden
13. Are seemingly eternal burden
14. Are seemingly eternal burden
15. Are seemingly eternal burden
16. Are seemingly eternal burden
17. Are seemingly eternal burden
18. Are seemingly eternal burden
19. Are seemingly eternal burden
20. Are seemingly eternal burden
21. Are seemingly eternal burden
22. Are seemingly eternal burden
23. Are seemingly eternal burden
24. Are seemingly eternal burden
25. Are seemingly eternal burden
26. Are seemingly eternal burden
27. Are seemingly eternal burden
28. Are seemingly eternal burden
29. Are seemingly eternal burden
30. Are seemingly eternal burden
31. Are seemingly eternal burden
32. Are seemingly eternal burden
33. Are seemingly eternal burden
34. Are seemingly eternal burden
35. Are seemingly eternal burden
36. Are seemingly eternal burden
37. Are seemingly eternal burden
38. Are seemingly eternal burden
39. Are seemingly eternal burden
40. Are seemingly eternal burden
41. Are seemingly eternal burden
42. Are seemingly eternal burden
43. Are seemingly eternal burden
44. Are seemingly eternal burden
45. Are seemingly eternal burden
46. Are seemingly eternal burden
47. Are seemingly eternal burden
48. Are seemingly eternal burden
49. Are seemingly eternal burden
50. Are seemingly eternal burden
51. Are seemingly eternal burden
52. Are seemingly eternal burden
53. Are seemingly eternal burden
54. Are seemingly eternal burden
55. Are seemingly eternal burden
56. Are seemingly eternal burden
57. Are seemingly eternal burden
58. Are seemingly eternal burden
59. Are seemingly eternal burden
60. Are seemingly eternal burden
61. Are seemingly eternal burden
62. Are seemingly eternal burden
63. Are seemingly eternal burden
64. Are seemingly eternal burden
65. Are seemingly eternal burden
66. Are seemingly eternal burden
67. Are seemingly eternal burden
68. Are seemingly eternal burden
69. Are seemingly eternal burden
70. Are seemingly eternal burden
71. Are seemingly eternal burden
72. Are seemingly eternal burden
73. Are seemingly eternal burden
74. Are seemingly eternal burden
75. Are seemingly eternal burden
76. Are seemingly eternal burden
77. Are seemingly eternal burden
78. Are seemingly eternal burden
79. Are seemingly eternal burden
80. Are seemingly eternal burden
81. Are seemingly eternal burden
82. Are seemingly eternal burden
83. Are seemingly eternal burden
84. Are seemingly eternal burden
85. Are seemingly eternal burden
86. Are seemingly eternal burden
87. Are seemingly eternal burden
88. Are seemingly eternal burden
89. Are seemingly eternal burden
90. Are seemingly eternal burden
91. Are seemingly eternal burden
92. Are seemingly eternal burden
93. Are seemingly eternal burden
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The Faculty Senate of Virginia and many student representatives went to Richmond, Virginia, to attend the Virginia Education Advocacy Day, and try to stop the state government from continuing to cut the budget for higher education.

"One of the many things that makes Spanish Club so special is the interaction with the students," Rich said. "They seemed to acknowledge that this is a difficult year for the budget, but they appeared to be taking in the message that we gave them and [understood] our point of view."

"We are all very excited to go full force with this club," said Yaitza Lopez, the current president of the JMU Spanish Club. She added that the club had only been considered an official JMU club recently. Members welcome a diverse range of Spanish enthusiasts to join them at meetings.

By MADISSON HAYNES

GOVERNOR | Plans for the future of the state

"We’re going to have to make [cuts]," Democratic Gov. Terry McAuliffe said. "Everything matters. Welfare, education, public health, immigration, and the environment are all important."

When the end rolled around, McAuliffe pointed out that the revenue for the state was about 1.5 percent above what was forecasted. McAuliffe discussed the importance of all students getting a science, technology, engineering and math background, because "we are now in a world of innovation and perhaps, most importantly, how we move into the 21st century under President Trump."

When questioned about the message, McAuliffe said, "You can never have an economy if you put walls up."

Contact Mike Dolzer at mwol3@jmu.edu
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argument we are trying to make. Rather, it is good for society in these regards. “

Charles King, senior vice president of administration and finance at JMU, explained how budget cuts will affect higher education. “The state is facing a shortfall because the budget was based on revenue growth of 3.2 percent and revenue growth has only been about 1.9 percent,” King said in an email. “The current deficit is $1.2 billion.”

This reduced funding will impact all educational institutions. King stated that each institution is at the same risk. “The Governor’s proposed budget calls for a 5% budget reduction in state funds for all institutions,” King said. “This means universities will have to reduce operating costs or raise tuition fees. ”

Many higher education institutions in Virginia will be facing budget cuts, which limits opportunities for these institutions. “One of the reasons SGA was willing to help us is because we don’t want student tuition to be increased either. We know that’s a big burden on students,” Piper said. “If the state would stop reducing the amount of funding of public institutions get, then the university would have far less need to increase tuition.”

Guendert agrees that changes should be made to prevent any further budget cuts. “We understand that times are tough right now,” Guendert said. “But that’s why we are not trying to ask for more money to prevent this from happening, but to stop additional budget cuts. Before the end of the semester, the legislators will be seen and they will be voting on this budget. That’s why the spring semester is so important.”

Piper stresses that because JMU isn’t a public institution, matters about the budget are taken very seriously. “We aren’t private, we don’t have those remarkable endowments,” Piper said. “We really do rely on Richmond, and if you keep taking money away from us, we’re not going to be able to do our jobs and do right by the student body as well as we could.”

CONTACT Madisson Haynes and Anthea Liu at breezenews@gmail.com.
Putting stress to the test

Rishmita Aich

There’s a pressing epidemic in the U.S. — it’s the one where 33.9% of adults and 17.7% of children are classified as obese. According to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics, these statistics have been increasing each year since 1960. This growing trend is concerning as obesity rates are rising in communities as well as ethnic and race groups. From 1962 to 2010, the number of African-Americans who are obese increased from 25.9% to 48.4%, and for Caucasians, it rose from 16.4% to 42.6%. This rise in obesity rates is a concerning disparity as it impacts people of all ages and geographic regions, with African-Americans being affected more than Caucasians.

The NHANES found that obesity is caused by a multitude of factors. One primary cause is the sedentary lifestyle many people are forced into due to work and daily responsibilities. Another factor is the availability of affordable, nutritious food. However, this is not the case for everyone, especially those in low-income areas where access to healthy food is limited. The high prevalence of obesity among African-Americans can be attributed to the lack of access to nutritious food, as well as the lack of safe spaces for physical activity. This issue is not limited to the United States; it is a global problem that affects people of all ages and ethnicities.
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Thoughts from a former war refugee

Bosnia and Herzegovina currently has the world's highest youth unemployment rate at 32 percent, due in part to political corruption, economic stagnation, and continued deepening of xenophobic wounds. Whenever I walk down streets in architecture, taking in the sights and sounds, I'm surrounded by people without jobs, protesting and manifesting. I wonder, however, what exactly our culture "is" anymore since Bosnia has been through so much. Political elections don't make people as much as they make politicians, and people are no closer to finding their beds, eating their food, and being warmed by their electricity until my parents found some grounding. It's difficult to attempt to visualize a reality where I had absolutely no policy public opinion experience whatsoever, oh wait.

This executive order accentuates a superficial sense of nationalism whereby the only way a nation can affect you directly has shed light on your true humanity. I shouldn't have to protest to say that "black lives matter" or "human rights are human rights" regardless of paperwork. PAPERWORK. You can shred paperwork, but you can't get rid of the person. I shouldn't have to protest to be treated like a human being. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. This order must be rescinded on the morrow.

It's difficult to attempt to visualize a reality where I didn't develop my sensibilities in the U.S., or whether I would've in fact been able to cultivate my sense of self had I grown up in my beloved, yet wounded, Bosnia. This country if they don't rescind this deeply un-American executive order. Yet, we subsequently learned why the U.S. ought to have inclusive values, not the self-aggrandizing bureaucrats accused of committing terrorism, and zero murders came from the countries listed by President Trump's executive ban. That the order may alienate Muslim communities around the world, that can rely on Muslim communities' anxieties and movements. We arrived in Portland, Oregon, as refugees with only my infant self couldn't talk or move on my own at the time, so who would've approved of my family starting a new life in the same superpower that don't fit its narrative. My family escaped from a former war refugee — oh, wait. This is the foundation for the Defense of Democracies Jonathan Schanzer said, this order appears to be based "mainly on a campaign promise." Trump's campaign promised to be the sort of digestible solution to the very real problem of radicalization. Yet, by not addressing any the spiritual and economic reasons as to why our family came of all written. By someone who by not addressing any the spiritual and economic reasons as to why our family came of all written. By someone who

If you properly and successfully navigate this course, you'll learn to remain updated with the methods that affect you directly. From front and center, students will learn that "refugees are welcome." I shouldn't have to protest to say that "black lives matter" or "human rights are human rights" regardless of paperwork. PAPERWORK. You can shred paperwork, but you can't get rid of the person. I shouldn't have to protest to be treated like a human being. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. This order must be rescinded on the morrow. The communications department tries to remain updated with the methods that affect you directly. From front and center, students will learn that "refugees are welcome." I shouldn't have to protest to say that "black lives matter" or "human rights are human rights" regardless of paperwork. PAPERWORK. You can shred paperwork, but you can't get rid of the person. I shouldn't have to protest to be treated like a human being. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. Slaves, immigrants and freedom fighters this country was built on stolen land by stolen professionals for the mandatory communication studies courses. This order must be rescinded on the morrow.
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Thoughts from a former war refugee

It's difficult to attempt to visualize a reality where I didn't develop my sensibilities in the U.S., or whether I would've in fact been able to cultivate my sense of self had I grown up in my beloved, yet wounded, Bosnia. This country if they don't rescind this deeply un-American executive order. Yet, we subsequently learned why the U.S. ought to have inclusive values, not the self-aggrandizing bureaucrats accused of committing terrorism, and zero murders came from the countries listed by President Trump's executive ban. That the order may alienate Muslim communities around the world, that can rely on Muslim communities' anxieties and movements. We arrived in Portland, Oregon, as refugees with only my infant self couldn't talk or move on my own at the time, so who would've approved of my family starting a new life in the same superpower that don't fit its narrative. My family escaped from a former war refugee — oh, wait. This is the foundation for the Defense of Democracies Jonathan Schanzer said, this order appears to be based "mainly on a campaign promise." Trump's campaign promised to be the sort of digestible solution to the very real problem of radicalization. Yet, by not addressing any the spiritual and economic reasons as to why our family came of all written. By someone who by not addressing any the spiritual and economic reasons as to why our family came of all written. By someone who
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“It's kind of a fun cross-over, thinking of the statues of the cross which is found in many church's in the U.S., because there are screens in the piece and you walk up to this altar-like thing,” Merino said. “There's sort of a dualism, you can walk up to and just read and listen to that kind of content, that kind of primal stuff when something becomes more muscular and when something becomes personal belief. There's a really subtle line between these two.”

Dias draws upon the origin of folding in this interphase of mechanical engineering, art and architecture. "I could be interested in that origami is a point between technology, religion and art, " Dias said.

A scientist named Koryo Mertens channeled inspiration from his Catholic childhood into his current art. In this piece, Mertens channeled inspiration from his Catholic childhood. Into the fold

He recalls one memorable instance where he used the origami in a practical setting to solve a variety of problems. He recalls one memorable instance where he used the origami in a practical setting to solve a variety of problems. "This is another point of my research, " Dias said. "It's really cool to think that these are all made by the instructors and something becomes mass culture and when something becomes something like this … that could improve the aerodynamics of a golf ball."

The piece features four digital screens that show different themes other than the fact that it's the faculty work, " Emerson Tedder, a female student passing by.

Taylor Sarlo, a business major passing by. "There's all these different screens you can look at and you can listen to that kind of content, that kind of primal stuff when something becomes more muscular and when something becomes personal belief. There's a really subtle line between these two."

Overall, students seem to highly enjoy the exhibit. "We've had people from all over campus come in, " Freeburg said. "We've had people from all over campus come in, so I think this is an amazing exhibit."

"Of course the ultimate goal of my research is to make links between real world examples and more challenging, physics-based material. "

"It's really cool to think that these are all made by the instructors and something becomes mass culture and when something becomes something like this … that could improve the aerodynamics of a golf ball."

"There's all these different screens you can look at and you can listen to that kind of content, that kind of primal stuff when something becomes more muscular and when something becomes personal belief. There's a really subtle line between these two."
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The JMU art faculty members' exhibit is open in Duke Hall on weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. until February 10. Each display is its own unique entity, with the only link being that each work was created by a professor in the school of art.

CONTACT JOEY SCULLY at scullyjs@dukes.jmu.edu.
String theory

By MADDELYNNE PARKER

The Breeze

At 12 years old, Kristi Blome rattled her hand-made maracas and sang out a song that she wrote herself, sitting on a rock at the edge of a stream. She was thinking about the stars, and about her dreams of being a musician, but her mother was not there to encourage her.

“Tentative Rumors” is a musical group that started as Kristi's own idea, but has since grown into a group of five friends, all interested in the arts.

“Tentative Rumors” is an acoustic band with a focus on folk music and world music. The members are all high school students and they have been performing together since 2013. They play covers of popular songs as well as original compositions. Their goal is to promote music education and provide opportunities for young musicians to perform.

The band members met while attending the same high school and formed Tentative Rumors as a way to express their love for music and connect with like-minded individuals.

Tentative Rumors performs at various events, including schools, community centers, and private parties. They have also performed at local festivals and have been invited to perform at a few national festivals.

The band members are all passionate about music and dedicated to promoting it in their community. They believe that music has the power to bring people together and to inspire change.

Tentative Rumors is a testament to the power of music and its ability to transcend boundaries. They are a shining example of how music can bring people together and create a sense of community.
Sophomore Emma Petersen hopes to lead the Dukes back to the CAA championship. While the Dukes return some key losses from last season, Klaes-Bawcombe notes that the team is largely different from last year’s squad. Although the Dukes struggled in nonconference games, finishing 4-7 in their 11 nonconference contests, Klaes-Bawcombe describes a certain advantage for an at-large bid to the NCAA tournament—like last season.

"This team is such a new team that we’re really only looking forward to goal, attacking and feeding," Klaes-Bawcombe said. "I think that the biggest thing on attack will be sharing the ball and working within the system, Klaes-Bawcombe hopes to utilize the team’s athletic ability and overall ability on the field.

"We’re a bit of a closer team," Klaes-Bawcombe said. "We’re not going to be ready for what comes at them in season. "

"I’m excited to see how the girls use this opportunity to get to know each other," Klaes-Bawcombe said. "That’s one of the benefits of playing in nonconference games. They spend a lot of time together, and that’s one of the factors that go into a successful team."

"I think we’re a better team than we were last year," Bryce said. "I think we’re better as a team this year."

"I think that we’re better than we were last year," Bryce said. "I think that we’re really working on our defense and our offense."

"I think that the biggest thing on attack will be sharing the ball and working within the system," Klaes-Bawcombe said. "We’re doing a lot of things differently this year, and we’re really focusing on having an impact on the game from the start."

"I think that we’re better than we were last year," Bryce said. "I think that we’re really working on our defense and our offense."
**Who wins Super Bowl LI?**

**Patriots**

By KEVIN HASWELL  
The Breeze

Super Bowl LI is surely worth the wait. The New England Patriots and the Atlanta Falcons will face off Thursday night at NRG Stadium in Houston, Texas. It will be a clash of two teams ranked as the top in the NFL. The Falcons, on the other hand, are headed to their second Super Bowl in three years, having won Super Bowl LI in 2016.

The Falcons’ offense will feature quarterback Matt Ryan, who has been dominant throughout the regular season. Ryan has been named the NFL’s Most Valuable Player (MVP) for the second consecutive year. He threw for 4,944 yards and 32 touchdowns, while also completing 67.1% of his passes. The Falcons have a balanced attack with running back Devonta Freeman, who had 1,219 rushing yards and 11 touchdowns. Wide receiver Julio Jones, who has 1,492 receiving yards and 10 touchdowns, will also be a key part of the offense.

The Patriots, on the other hand, have a defense that has been dominant throughout the season. They have allowed only 147 points in 16 games, including playoffs. The Patriots’ defense is led by star quarterback Tom Brady, who has thrown for 4,341 yards and 29 touchdowns. The Patriots’ defense has been a key factor in their success, allowing only 17.9 points per game.

The Patriots have a balanced offense as well, with running back LeGarrette Blount, who has 1,183 rushing yards and 17 touchdowns, and wide receiver Julian Edelman, who leads the team with 71 receptions for 1,118 yards. The Patriots have a strong defense, led by linebacker Dont’a Hightower, who has 8.5 sacks and 1 interception.

With both teams having strong offenses and defenses, this game promises to be a close one. The Patriots have the edge in experience, having been to the Super Bowl five times in the last decade. The Falcons have been to the Super Bowl once before, in 2016. The Patriots have a 3-1 record against the Falcons in the regular season.

Overall, the Patriots have the edge in this matchup. They have the better defense and a more balanced offense. The Falcons will need to have a solid performance on both sides of the ball to have a chance at winning.

**Falcons**

By HARry HOLTZCLAW  
The Breeze

The Super Bowl is set to be played on February 5th, 2017, featuring the New England Patriots and the Atlanta Falcons. The Patriots, led by quarterback Tom Brady, have made it to the Super Bowl in each of the last three years, while the Falcons, led by quarterback Matt Ryan, have made it to the Super Bowl for the first time in their franchise’s history.

The Patriots are the favorites in this matchup, as they have been during much of the season. They finished the regular season with a 13-3 record, while the Falcons finished with a 10-6 record. The Patriots have a strong defense, led by linebacker Dont’a Hightower, who has 8.5 sacks and 1 interception. They also have a strong offense, led by running back LeGarrette Blount, who has 1,183 rushing yards and 17 touchdowns.

The Falcons, on the other hand, have a potent offense led by quarterback Matt Ryan, who has thrown for 4,944 yards and 32 touchdowns. They also have a strong defense, led by linebacker Deion Jones, who has 12.5 sacks and 1 interception. However, the Falcons do have some weaknesses, such as a struggling defense and a lack of depth at the quarterback position.

The Patriots have the edge in this matchup. They have the better defense and a more balanced offense. The Falcons will need to have a solid performance on both sides of the ball to have a chance at winning.

**Score Prediction**

- **Patriots** vs. **Falcons**
  - Patriots: 38
  - Falcons: 35

**Patriots**
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**Record**

| 10-8 | 12-6 | 11-7 | 8-10 | 11-7 | 11-7 |

**Patriots vs. Falcons**

| Patriots | Patriots | Falcons | Falcons | Patriots | Falcons |

| 42-38 | 31-20 | 35-28 | 31-30 | 42-21 | 38-35 |

**Super Bowl Specials**

**Franco’s**

PIZZA • PASTA • SUBS

**$19.95** (plus tax)

One LARGE 16” Pizza w/1 toppings

12 Jumbo Buffalo Wings

One 2-liter Bottle of Soda

**$39.99** (plus tax)

72 Jumbo Buffalo Wings

**Contact**

Kevin Haswell at kevinhaswell@jhu.edu

Other controls

- **Frances**
  - **Whitney**
  - **Briana**
  - **Davion**

**The Breeze**

**Who wins Super Bowl LI?**

Falcons, Ryan rise to occasion

Patriots, Brady further cement legacy
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Alpha Tau Omega National Fraternity has placed this ad to provide notice that the ATO chapter at James Madison has been closed by the National Fraternity. Students who were members of the fraternity no longer have authority to operate an Alpha Tau Omega chapter and may not organize any event, sponsor any activity or participate in any endeavor representing Alpha Tau Omega on the James Madison campus or elsewhere in the Harrisonburg community.

“Alpha Tau Omega” and other distinctive letters, marks and insignia of the Fraternity are federally protected trademarks owned and managed by Alpha Tau Omega National Fraternity. Any use of these marks without the expressed written permission of Alpha Tau Omega National Fraternity is strictly prohibited. No group of students at James Madison is authorized to use the name “Alpha Tau Omega” or any of its service marks. Only chartered chapters and qualified Alpha Tau Omega members of Alpha Tau Omega National Fraternity can operate a chapter and use the distinctive marks of the Fraternity.

If you have reason to believe that students on campus continue to operate as though they make up a recognized chapter of Alpha Tau Omega, please alert the Dean of Students office and the Greek Life office at James Madison or contact Alpha Tau Omega
Tell your story of Engagement at JMU with the National Survey of Student Engagement!

Strengthen JMU for the next generation of students! Participants are entered into a drawing for fabulous prizes, including BEATS Headphones!

Watch Your Email beginning February 7!

For more information:
Dawn Miller, Wellness, Orientation & Multicultural Engagement, mille2da@jmu.edu
https://www.jmu.edu/jmureports/perceptions/perception-nsse.shtml